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"Success is not a destination, it's a journey. So never stop after you
succeed or never give up if you fail.

Dear parents
Greetings from Vista!

Not resting on our laurels, we take you through our successful journey
of another academic session, we bring to you the final newsletter for

AY 21-22. Challenges were taken head-on and pathways charted
to transit smoothly from online to offline as things return to normalcy.
Team Vista takes this opportunity to extend their gratitude to you
dear parents, for the support and cooperation extended to make the

journey worthwhile. 
 

This newsletter brings to you the year that was. The journey is far
from over. We have raised the bar and are toiling to soar towards a
new firmament with renewed goals. Looking forward to your continued

support.
 



Grade I 
Welcome activity:
Students drew and
coloured their favourite
things to share more about
themselves to their friends.

Fun with colours: Students
enjoying Colour splash activity
and mixing primary colours to
get the secondary colours and
explored tertiary colours by
combining primary and
secondary. Students identified
and named the colours in a
rainbow and drew it.

Students reflected by drawing on the story “thirsty crow” and came up with different
ideas that the crow could use to get water.

Attributes of Learner Profile: Students' reflect on their understanding for being a 
 lifelong learner.



Students shared their daily routine creatively through drawings during the Class
discussion.

Students enjoyed playing the “Start and Stop” number game and recorded the before
and after numbers of the number that they stopped counting.



Students presented their creative thinking
skills.: 

Attributes of Learner Profiles: Students
watched a story “Little Red Riding
Hood” and discussed the attributes of
Caring and being a Risk- Taker. 

Students participated in a “JAM- Just A
Minute” session and spoke about their
favourite festival.

Students enjoyed various energizers in
between the classes to keep themselves alert
and active.

Grade-2
 

Students discussed on the rules to be followed during the classes and framed
Essential Agreements 



Students presented the Attributes of Learner Profile learnt in the form of a concept
map.

Students listed the person, place, thing and an animal which were around them and
represented the same through drawings and shared proudly in the class.



Creating an Advertisement: Young minds at work creating their own
tagline to the products they like the most.

Grade-3
 

Show and Tell: Students exhibited their favourite object and confidently spoke
about it.

Students explained and shared their homework on Long division as part of their
concept check. 



Students enjoyed a ten
min workout session in
between their long
learning sessions.

Students shared and displayed their creative drawing skills to their friends.

Students learnt Tenses and framed sentences and also depicted their sentences
through drawings.



Grade-4A
 

 Students with thoughtful consideration framed the essential agreements.

Students enjoyed a read aloud story “The Empty Pot ”and identified the nouns and
different types of nouns.

Students showcasing their creativity during their art class.



Students were encouraged to speak about their daily routine/ favourite food using
Tenses.

Students exhibited their learning on International place value system.



Students collected data about their favourite colours and birthdays and represented
the data in the form of a bar graph.

Students learnt about the concept of time and represented the time using an analog
clock.

Students chose a product of their choice and creatively shared the tag line for the
product.

Have a break with kitkatEat butter stay better.Bhar-bharhasathahaaibirbal.

For cheesy sandwich use
Amul Cheese.

Akshara Rajesh says "Eat
Good Day and have a
Good Day all along."

White chalk for a bright
future.



GRADE4B

Graphically representing the different modes of transport used by the school students.

Learner share their experiences through different digital presentations to express
their gratitude to their teachers.

Learners introduce
themselves creatively
through drawings
using something they
love like food,
activity, favourite
moment / day/
person.



Learners shared their experiences in IB classes creatively through art and written
expressions.



Grade – 5 IB
 Students introduce themselves through their drawings.  

Grade 5 IB learners explored and displayed their learning on the concept of Nets and
applied their understanding that a net is 2-dimensional shapes which can be cut and
folded to make a three-dimensional shape and made a Cube, Pyramid and a Cuboid.



Teachers Behind the Scenes
With students away on vacations, the facilitators were hard at work planning
for the new academic session. Here are some glimpses...



Hall of FameHall of Fame
Vista International School was

awarded the Brainfeed School

Excellence Awards 2021-22 as one

of the Top 500 Schools of India.

Mridhini, a middle distance

runner represented the Ranga

Reddy District in 8th Telangana

State Middle & Long Distance

Athletics Championship and won

Silver (2nd place). 

Dev Mohini Pyne, Grade XII,

made the school proud by

cracking Olympiad Exam Term2

with 85.75%. 

Aakanksha of grade 2 was awarded
the president’s award in Srujanothsav. 



School Updates & Upcoming HolidaysSchool Updates & Upcoming Holidays
 

 

 School reopens on 6th June 2022


